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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, sequential and parallel algorithms using derivatives for solving uncon- 
strained one-dimensional global optimization problems are described. Sufficient conditions of conver- 
gence to all global minimizers are established for both methods. Parallel algorithm conditions, which 
guarantee significant speed up in comparison to the sequential version of the method, are presented. 
The sequential method is numerically compared with the algorithms of Breiman and Cutler, Pijavskii, 
and Strongin on a set of 20 test functions taken from literature. We also present results of numerical 
experiments illustrating the performance of the parallel method. All experiments have been executed 
on the parallel computer ALL IANT FX/80. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the problems of multiextremal (or global) optimization. The interest in 
such problems (see, for example, [1-12]) is substantiated on one hand by nonmonotonous (or 
multiextremal) functional dependencies arising in mathematical simulation of complex natural 
phenomena and artificial systems and, on the other hand, by the difficulties in performing actual 
optimization when strong assumptions (for instance, such as convexity) on the behavior of the 
objective function are absent. 
In addition, solving the problems of multiextremal optimization requires a lot of computational 
efforts. That is why the use of multiprocessor systems is appropriate and can provide high 
efficiency and it is certainly a perspective trend of research in the field of global optimization (see 
[13-19], etc.). 
In this paper, we propose sequential and parallel algorithms for global search evolving our 
investigations in the field of sequential (see [20,21]) and parallel (see [19,22,23]) global optimiza- 
tion. The methods proposed here use the first derivatives of the objective function on the basis 
of a new scheme, in contrast with a number of well-known multiextremal optimization techniques 
which either use values of the objective function only (for instance, see [10,11,24-27]) or use the 
first derivatives together with the multistart approach (for instance, see [2,9,28,29]). 
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In contrast with the methods proposed by Breiman and Cutler [30] and Baritompa [31], our 
algorithms do not use a priori known Lipschitz constant (which very often is difficult to obtain) 
for the first derivatives, but estimate it in the course of the search. We concentrate our attention 
on the parallel one-dimensional case, since it has not been investigated as well as the sequential 
case and also because the new parallel method belongs to the class of parallel characteristical al-
gorithms (see [32]), and therefore, it can be generalized to the multidimensional case, for example, 
by the schemes proposed in [10,33]. This will be done in another paper. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The statement of the problem and both meth- 
ods (sequential and parallel) are presented in the next section. Convergence conditions of the 
algorithms are described in Section 3. Section 4 contains an efficiency analysis of the parallel 
method in comparison with the sequential one. Section 5 is devoted to a numerical comparison 
of the sequential algorithm with some characteristical methods and to a practical verification of 
parallelization efficiency. All experiments have been executed on the parallel computer ALLIANT 
FX/80. The last section concludes the paper. 
2. DESCRIPT ION OF THE ALGORITHMS 
In this section, we state the problem and describe the methods. We start presenting the 
sequential algorithm, and then it is generalized to the case of parallel computations. 
2.1. Problem Statement 
Here we consider the problem of finding the global (or absolute) minimizer x* for a real-valued 
univariate function ¢(x) in some closed interval [a, hi, i.e., 
x* = arg min ¢(x). (2.1) 
xeIa,b] 
We assume the following. 
(i) The first derivative of the objective function ¢'(x) will be assumed to satisfy the Lipschitz 
condition, i.e., 
I¢'(Xl) -¢'(x2)] _< LlXl -x21, VXl,X2 e [a, b], (2.2) 
where 0 < L < oo is an unknown constant. This condition means that changing the first 
derivative of the objective function has to be limited by changes of its argument. 
(ii) The values of the objective function ¢(x) and its first derivatives ¢~(x) are calculated 
without error. 
Solving problem (2.1),(2.2) usually means to get, with any preset accuracy e, an estimate x~ 
of the global minimizer x*, 
Ix* -x; I  < 
and (or) an estimate ¢(x~) of the value of global minimum ¢(x*), 
I¢(z*) -¢(z;) l  
2.2. The Sequential Algorithm 
Let us describe the sequential lgorithm (SA). The scheme of this method is given below. We 
shall use the term trial to identify the operation of calculating values of the function ¢(x) and 
its derivative ¢'(x) at a point x. 
The first trials are performed at the points x 1 = a and x 2 = b. The points x k+l , k > 2, of the 
current (k + 1) th iteration will be chosen by the following rules. 
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STEP 1. Arrange the points x l , . . . ,  X k of previous trials in increasing order, i.e., 
a=xl  <x2<. . .<x~<. . .<xk=b.  (2.3) 
STEP 2. Compute the value 
M= max max / 
l<i<_k 
T, i -- X i_  1 
2 IZ i -  Z , - I -  Z ; _ I (X i -  X,-1)[ 
(Xi -- Xi-1) 2 
2 IZi -- Z i -1  --  Zf(X  - -  X i -1 ) l  
(Xi -- Xi-1) 2 
' = ¢'(xi), 1 < i < k, and zi are from (2.3). where zi = ¢(x~), z~ 
STEP 3. Assign 
1, i fM=O,  
m= rM, if M>0,  
where r > 1 is the reliability parameter of the method. 
STEP 4. Calculate for each interval (xi_ l ,xi) ,  1 < i <_ k, the value 
m ^ 
R( i )  = z i_  1 --~ Z~_l(X i - X i _ l )  - ~(z  i - Zi_l)  2, 
where 
- - (Z i - -  Z i -1)  + (Z~X, - Z~_ IX i -1)  "Jr-(W'$/2)(X 2 -- XL1 ) 
m (z i  - Z -l) + - zL1  
We shall call R(i) the characteristic of the interval (xi-1, xi). 
STEP 5. Find among the intervals (Xi-l,Xi), 1 < i <_ k, with minimal characteristic 
(2.4) 
(2s) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
R(t) = min  R(i). (2.8)  
l<i_<k 
STEP 6. Execute the new trial at the point x k+l = xt, where t is from (2.8) and xt is calculated 
according to (2.7). 
STOPPING RULE. The algorithm stops, when 
xt - xt-1 <_ ~, (2.9) 
where t is from (2.8), and e > 0 is the preset accuracy. The values 
z~= rain ¢(x')  x*k=argmin¢(x '  ) (2.10) 
l<_i~_k ' l<_i~_k 
may be taken as an estimate of the global solution of problem (2.1),(2.2). 
To explain the algorithm, we note that the value m from (2.5) is a numerical estimate of the 
Lipschitz constant L from condition (2.2). The characteristic R(i) from (2.6) (see Figure 1) is 
an estimate of the least value of the objective function ¢(x) in the interval (X~_l,X~) obtained 
from (2.2) and the first three items from the Taylor series based upon the point X~-l. This series 
has been constructed using the current approximation m of the Lipschitz constant L for the first 
derivative. The point ~ from (2.7) corresponds to the place of the least value. As a result, we 
may conclude that the point x ~+1 of a new trial is taken from the interval (xt-1, xt) containing 
the estimate of the least value of the objective function ¢(x) over the interval [a, b]. 
Note that the characteristics of intervals can be computed according to the equivalent formula 
based upon the right boundary point of the interval 
m 
1~(i) = Z i -- Z~(X i -- ~i)  -- "~'(Xi -- ~i)2. (2.11) 
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Figure 1. 
2.3. The  Paral le l  Scheme 
The parallel algorithm (PA) of the global search is an iterative procedure with p(1) <_ Q, 
l > 1, parallel processors used in the course of the l th iteration. Each processor is responsible for 
evaluation of the objective function at a point x E [a, b] loaded into this processor. Thus, each 
iteration consists of execution p _> 1 trials. Let k(l) denote a total number of trials executed 
after I parallel iterations 
k = k(l) = p(1) +p(2) +. . .  +p(l) .  
Then, let l, l > 1, optimization iterations be made. The points xk+Z,... ,x k+p of the current 
(l -b 1) th iteration will be chosen as follows. 
STEP 1. Execute Step 1 of SA. 
STEP 2. Estimate the values M from (2.4) and m from (2.5) according to Steps 2 and 3 of SA. 
STEP 3. Compute for each interval (Xi-l,Xi), 1 < i _< k, the characteristic R(i) from (2.6). 
STEP 4. Find among the intervals (x~_t,xi), 1 < i < k, p intervals with the numbers tj, 1 < 
j < p, with maximal characteristics. It is assumed that 
p = p(l + 1) _< min{k(/) - 1, Q}. (2.12) 
STEP 5. Calculate p new trial points x k+j, 1 <_ j < p(l + 1), at the points xt# from (2.7) where 
the intervals numbers tj have been computed in Step 4 above. 
STOPPING RULE. The algorithm stops when 
xt# - xt#-1 _< e, (2.13) 
for at least one j. 
Following the SA  scheme, we take (2.10) as an estimate of global solution. 
If in the suggested parallel scheme we assign p(1) = I, I > 1, then we obtain the sequential 
algorithm. The technique used for parallelizing sequential algorithms may be explained as follows. 
The point of a new trial chosen by SA  is taken in the interval with a lower estimate of the objective 
function least value. In the PA  scheme, we execute the first p trials done in the course of every 
iteration at the same point in which SA  executes its point. The trial executed in PA  by the 
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second processor is taken from the interval with the next lower estimate of the function values, 
and so on. 
In spite of its simplicity, this type of parallelization is not trivial, i.e., the situation when, using 
100 parallel processors, we accelerate the process 100 times cannot ake place. The reason is that 
PA generates some redundant (in comparison with SA) points, and therefore, the speed up given 
by parallelization can decrease. In the following two sections, we discuss in detail, convergence 
and efficiency conditions permitting us to avoid these negative ffects and to provide a significant 
speed up. 
Note that the new parallel method belongs to the class of parallel characteristical lgorithms 
(see [32]), and therefore, it can be generalized to the multidimensional case, for example, by the 
schemes proposed in [10,33]. 
3. CONDIT IONS OF CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we establish some properties of PA and its convergence conditions. Taking 
Q = 1 in all theoretical propositions hereinafter, we obtain analogous results for SA. 
LEMMA 1. The point ~,  1 < i < k, from (2.7) belongs to the interval (Xi_l,Xi) and 
max[(&i - x~-l), (xi - ~i)] < ~(xi - x~-l), (3.1) 
where 0.5 < ~ < 1. 
PROOF. We omit the proof since the lemma is demonstrated by complete analogy with the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 from [34]. | 
THEOREM 1. Let the point ~ (~ ~ a, • ~ b) be any limit point (a point of accumulation) 
of the sequence {x k } generated by the parallel algorithm in the course of minimization of a 
function ¢(x), x E [a, b]. Then, the point • will be a local minimizer of the function ¢(x). 
PROOF. Let us assume the opposite, i.e., that the limit point ~ is not a local minimizer. Then, 
the point • will be in a monotonicity interval of the function ¢(x) (¢'(~) ~ 0) or a local maximizer 
or a point of inflexion. Let us consider all possible situations in sequence. 
1. Consider the case ¢'(~) ~ 0. To be specific, let ¢'(5~) < 0. Then, the two following situations 
are possible. 
In the first situation, at some iteration q a new trial is carried out precisely at the point ~. 
Therefore, for all l > q, there exists a number j(l) from (2.3) such that xj = ~. At first, let us 
prove that there exists no subsequence {x k} converging to the point ~ from the left. 
Let us evaluate the characteristic of the interval (xj-1, xj). Since z~ < 0, then (see (2.11)) 
n( j )  = zj + Iz~ l (xj - ~cj) - 0.5m (xj - ~j)2, 
where ~j is taken from (2.7). 
So far, as &j E (x j - l ,x j ) ,  then at 
x j -x j _ l  ~- - ,  
m 
it follows that 
R(j) > z~. 
The characteristic R(j  + 1) of the interval (xj,xj+l) is always less than the value z i (see (2.6)). 
Since the point xj = • is a limit point, then there exist more than Q + 1 trial points in which 
the function values are less than ¢(~) and the derivative values are not equal to zero (Q is 
from (2.12)). Thus, according to the PA decision rules from some iteration, new trials cannot be 
carried out within the interval (xj-1, xj) and convergence to • from the left is absent. 
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Now, let us assume that there is convergence to the point from the right. Then there exist 
Q + 1 trials for which ¢(x) < zj and ¢'(x) < 0 because of z~ < 0. These points form Q intervals 
on the right of xj with characteristics less than the value zj. On the other hand, x j  = x q is a 
limit point and r is a constant. Thus, (see (2.6) and Lemma 1) for the interval (xj, xj+l), we 
obtain 
lim R( j ( l )  + 1) = zj(t). 
l---*oo 
Thus, according with the rules of PA, trials will not fall into the interval (x j ,x j+ l )  and our 
assumption about existence of convergence from the right to the point • is not correct either. 
Now it is necessary to consider the second situation when we have ~ ~ x ~, l > 1, i.e., trial 
points do not coincide with the limit point. Let the point ~ belong to an interval (x j - l , x j ) ,  
j = j ( l ) ,  at the lth iteration. If there exists convergence to the point • then, taking into account 
the results of Lemma 1, it follows that 
lim (xj(l~ - xj(l)+l) = 0, 
t_.to O 
lim R( j ( l ) )  = zj(t) = ¢(~). 
l---*oo 
On the other hand, Q intervals with characteristics less than zj may be found, as it was shown 
above. Thus, starting from some step, new trials cannot be within the interval (xj-1, xj) and 
there is no convergence to the point ~. 
Now we can conclude that if the point • is not a local minimizer of ¢(x), it should have at 
least ¢'(~) = 0. 
2. Consider the case when ¢'(~) = 0 but the limit point ~ is a local maximizer. Let, as before, 
(xj-1, xj) be the interval to which the point • belongs. Denote as x p a point for which z p < ¢(~). 
To be specific, assume that x n > • and z 'n < 0 (the case x p < • is considered similarly). Then, 
as above, we can find Q intervals uch that from some iteration number the characteristic R( j )  
will be greater than the characteristics of these intervals. Thus, in this case, • cannot be a limit 
point also. 
3. The situation when the point ~ is the point of inflexion can be refuted in the course of 
discussion analogous to the first situation. 
Thus, • must be a local minimizer and the theorem has been proved. | 
THEOREM 2. With the same assumptions as in Theorem 1, it follows that the sequence {x k} 
contains two subsequences, one of which converges to the point ~, from the left, and the other 
from the right. 
PROOF. Denote as t = t(l) the number of an interval (x t - l , x t )  containing the point ~ at the 
/th iteration, l _> 1. As the point • is a limit point and r is a constant, then (see Lemma 1), 
l hm(xt l l )  -- z t ( l ) - l )  = O. 
If • ~ x k, k > 1, i.e., the trial points do not coincide with the point ~, then the points xt( l) - i  
and xt(t) may be taken as the wanted subsequences. These points are the left and the right ends 
of the interval containing the point e in the course of the I th iteration. 
Now consider the case when at some iteration q, a trial is carried out at the point ~. Then, 
for all l > q, there will exist an interval number j = j ( l )  such that xj = ~. Let us assume that 
in this case there is no subsequence onverging to the point • from the left. Then, 
l~m(zj(~) - zjc,)_l ) > O, 
and there exists a number p such that for all l > max(p, q), trials will not fall into the interval 
xj(~)_l, xj(l) = x j ( l ) - l ,  ~. 
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Due to Theorem 1, it follows that ¢1(~) = 0. The characteristics of the intervals (x j - l ,  xj), 
j = j(l), and 
are determined using definitions (2.11) and (2.6) as 
R(j)  = zj - 0.5m (xj - ~j)2, 
x 2 R( j  + 1) = z i - 0.5m(xj+l - i) , 
where ~j and :~j+l are taken from (2.7). When 
( j+l - xj) < (xj - 
it follows that 
R( j  + 1) > R(j) .  
But this fact contradicts our assumption about the absence of convergence to the point ~ from 
the left. The case of the absence of convergence to the point • from the right is considered 
analogously. | 
THEOREM 3. Let the point • be a limit point of the sequence {x ~ } generated by PA in the course 
of solving problem (2.1),(2.2). Then, we have the following. 
(i) I f  along with ~, there exists another limit point x' of the sequence {xk}, then ¢(~) = ¢(x'). 
(ii) Values z k = ¢(x k) >__ ¢(~), k _> 1. 
(iii) I f  at some iteration s > 1 for the value m from (2.5), the inequality m > L is true, then 
any point of the absolute minimum x* is the limit point of the sequence {xk}. Moreover, 
any limit point • of this sequence will be a global minimizer of ¢(x). 
PROOF. The first assertion of the theorem is true because xistence of a subsequence onverging 
to the point x' such that ¢(~) ~ ¢(x ~) will contradict the second assertion of the theorem. Let 
us prove this one. 
Assume the contrary, i.e., the value 
zq=¢(x  q) < ¢(~) (3.2) 
has been obtained. Let j = j( l) be the subscript corresponding to the point x q at the itera- 
tion l, i.e., zj = z q, and t = t(l) be the number of an interval (x t - l , x t )  containing the point ~:. 
Depending on the sign of derivative at the point xq, the following variants are possible: 
R(j  + 1) < z q, 
R(j)  < zq, 
R(j) ,  R( j  + 1) < z q, 
if ¢'(x q) < 0, 
if ¢'(x q) > 0, 
if ¢'(x q) = 0. 
In any case, there exists an interval, whose characteristic is less than z q. On the other hand, due 
to bilateral convergence to the point • (see Theorem 2), we obtain 
lira R(t(1)) = ¢(~). (3.3) 
l-*oo 
From (3.2) and (3.3), it follows that at sufficiently small length of the interval (Xt_I ,Xt) , the 
characteristic of this interval cannot be minimal and the point x q has to be a limit point as 
well. But this fact means that in a neighborhood of the point x q, there exist Q intervals whose 
characteristics are less than R(t) and trials will not fall at the interval (xt-t,xt). Hence, the 
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convergence to the point • is impossible and our assumption (3.2) is not true. Thus, the second 
assertion has been proved. 
Let us prove the last assertion of the theorem. By j = j(l), denote the number of an interval 
containing at the /th iteration the global minimizer x* of the function ¢(x). If the point x* is 
not a limit one, then there will exist a number p > 0 such that for all l >_ p, trials will not fall at 
the interval (x j_ 1, x j). Since the characteristics have been introduced on the basis of the Taylor 
series (see (2.6),(2.11)) and as m > L, the characteristic of the interval (xj-1, xj) can be bounded 
as below: 
R(j(l)) < ¢(x*), (3.4) 
where l > max (p, s). The validity of (3.3) and (3.4) means that at sufficiently large values of l, 
the trial points will fall into the interval (xj-1, xj), but this contradicts he above assumption. 
Thus, the point x* of absolute minimum of ¢(x) is a limit point of the sequence {xk}. Then, 
from the first assertion of this theorem, it follows immediately that any limit point Y: has to be 
the global minimizer. | 
4. EFF IC IENCY OF THE PARALLEL IZATION 
One of the aims of using parallel processing to solve any problem is to obtain a speed up in 
comparison with the best sequential lgorithm solving this kind of problems. The term "best" 
here is used to indicate an algorithm solving the problem in the shortest time. There is no reason 
to use a parallel method if there exists a sequential one which is faster. In the next section, we 
show that the sequential method proposed in Section 2 demonstrates quite satisfactory esults in 
comparison with the other methods tested on the set of 20 functions taken from literature. Thus, 
we can discuss the efficiency of PA comparing this one with SA. 
The efficiency of PA strongly depends on the number p of processors used for parallelization. 
Increasing p, we try to obtain speed up in p times. It is possible (see (2.7),(2.8)) only if the 
number of trials executed by PA is equal to the number of trials done by SA. But these numbers 
can be different because of the following reason. 
In SA, the decision on the choice of a new trial point x k+l is based on the complete information 
w k = {z l , . . . ,  zk; z l , . . . ,  zk; zn , . . . ,  z 'k } 
presently available. At the same time, in PA, the p points are chosen on the basis of w k and the 
information 
{xk+l,. . . ,  xk+J-1; zk+l, . . . ,  zk+J-1; z'k+l,..., z'k+~-l} 
is not known at the moment of the choice of x k+j, 2 _< j _< p. Thus, the choice of the points 
xk+2,... ,x k+p by PA is not optimal in comparison with the choice of SA. This fact can cause 
redundancy (with respect o the sequential searching) in the sequence {y~'} of the trial points 
produced by PA. To describe the quantity of such points, we introduce the redundancy coefficient 
K(u, n) = K'(u, n) 
n) ' 
where u > n and 
K'(u,n) =card({y'~+l,...,y ~}\ {xk}). 
Here, {x k } is the sequence of trial points produced by SA. K'(u, n) is the number of redundant 
points from {yU} starting from the i n + 1) th to the u th trial. This definition requires the truth 
of the inclusion {x k} C {yU}. The case {x k} = {yU} is the best situation with K(u, n) = 0: 
redundant points have not been produced. This fact implies that speed up equals to the number 
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of processors used for paxallelization. In general, the following formula for speed up achieved by 
PA  with p parallel processors may be easily obtained: 
Ap(u, n) = p(1 - K(u, n) ). 
Thus, if we find an estimate for K(u, n), we estimate Ap(u, n) also. 
THEOREM 4. Let the following hold. 
(i) Starting points of SA and PA coincide, i.e., 
z' = yS, 1 < s < d. (4.1) 
(ii) The number of paralld processors used by PA is such that 
p(l) = 2, l >_ 1. 
(iii) The va/ue m, used in (2.6),(2.7), is such that m = constant for all trim numbers k _> d 
for SA, u >_ d for PA, and 
L02(5 - 20) (4.2) 
m > (1 - -  0) 4 ' 
where 0 is from (3.1). 
Then, for the speed up A2(u, n), the fol]owing inequaJity holds: 
A2(u, n) > 1.66. 
(ys - l , ys )  = (zc - l , xc ) ,  (4.5) 
If in addition, 
for PA and 
where s = s(u), c = c(k). Then, as the third condition of the theorem assumes m = constant for 
both the methods, we obtain 
R(s) = R(c). (4.6) 
s = arg min{R(i) : 1 < i < u} 
C = arg min{R( i )  : 1 < i < k} 
for SA, it follows according to (2.7),(2.8) that 
yu+l = xk+l  
This signifies that the third assumption of Theorem 3 is fulfilled and all global minimizers of 
the objective function will be limit points of {x k} and (yu}. Again using Theorem 3, we can 
conclude that the sets of limit points of {x k } and {yu} coincide. 
After the U th trial of PA and the k th trial of SA, let us have the equality 
m > 16L. (4.4) 
Using this inequality together with (4.2), we deduce that 
PROOF. 1. First of all, let us recall that 
0.5 < e < 1. (4.3) 
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i.e., both methods produce the same new trial points. But PA produces other p - 1 points more 
at the same iteration. Consider the characteristics of the intervals these trials fall into. Due 
to (4.1), we have that (4.5) is fulfilled for all c and s such that 1 _< c = s _< d. Thus, (4.6) 
holds for characteristics of the intervals in consideration, also. If these are equal or less than 
¢(x*), then due to (2.6)-(2.8),(3.3), the trial points produced by PA in these intervals will belong 
to {x k } in some future steps. In the opposite case, these points will not belong to {x k } and will 
be redundant. 
Thus, we get the inclusion 
c 
and, as a consequence, we can measure the redundancy by the coefficient K(u, n). 
2. To estimate the number of redundant points produced by PA, we consider an interval 
(x#-1, x#), j = j(k), k > d, such that the global minimizer x* belongs to this interval. A new 
trial point x = x k+1 falling into this interval generates two new subintervals 
x), (x, (4.7) 
one of which contains the point x*. 
considered by analogy), i.e., 
It follows from (3.3),(4.4) that 
Assume that this is the first of them (the opposite case is 
x* e (4.s) 
R(x _l,x) < ¢(x*), 
and, as a consequence, the trial falling into this interval will not be redundant. Let us demonstrate 
that 
R (x, zj)  _< ¢(x*), (4.9) 
for the interval (x, xj) from (4.7). Due to (2.8), the truth of this inequality means that a trial 
falling in (x, xj) will not be redundant. 
Applying formula (2.6), the characteristic of this interval is calculated as follows: 
R(x ,  x j )  = z + z'(& - x) - 0.5m(& - z) 2, (4.10) 
where z = ¢(x), z' = ¢'(x). 
Using the Taylor series and (4.8), we can write that 
z* > z - z ' (x -z* )  -0 .5L (z -z* )  2, 
where z* = ¢(x*). We use this estimate to substitute z in (4.10), 
R(x, x j )  <_ z* + z'(x - x*) + 0.5L(x - x*) 2 + z'(~ - x) - 0.5m(~ - x) 2 
= z* + z'(& - x*) + 0.5L(x - x*) 2 - 0.5m($ - x) 2. 
From (2.2) and the fact that ¢'(x*) = 0, it follows that 
z' _< [z'[ = [z' - ¢'(x*)[ _< L(x - x*). 
Using this estimate, we obtain 
R (x, x j )  <_ z* + L(x - x*)(~ - x*) + 0.5L(x - x* )  2 - 0 .5~(x  - x )  2. 
Let us now estimate the lengths appearing in (4.11), 
(4.11) 
x - x*, ~ - x*, ~ - x, (4.12) 
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taking into account hat according to construction 
Xj-1 <X* <X <~3 <Xj.  
Due to (3.1),(4.3), we have the following estimate of x - x*: 
x - x* <_ x - x j -1  <_ 8 (x j  - x j -1 ) .  (4.13) 
For the second of the differences (4.12), we obtain 
- x" = (~ - x)  + (x - ~*)  < 8 (~ j  - ~)  + 8 (x j  - ~ j -1 )  • (4 .14)  
For the last difference ~ - x, it follows that 
- z > (1 - 8) (z~ - z ) .  (4 .15)  
Now, we substitute in (4.11) the values (4.12) by the estimates (4.13),(4.14). It follows after this 
substitution 
R(x ,  x j )  < z* + L82 (x i - x i _ l  ) ( (x j  - x) + (x i - Xj_l)) 
+ 0.5L82 (xj - X/_l) 2 - 0.5m (1 - 8) 2 (xj - z) 2 
= z" + x _l) (15L8  + L82 - o sin (1 -  
< z* + (x i - Xi_l)2max{1.5L82 + L82a-O.5m(1-8)2a2:1  -8  < a < 8}, 
where we have used the designation 
x i - x Or= 
x j  - x j _  1" 
Note, that due to (3.1),(4.3), the inequality 
1 -8<a<8 
holds for a. Then, as (4.2) is fulfilled for m, the maximum is achieved at the point a = 1 - 8 and 
the last est imate  for R(x, xj) can be written as follows: 
n(x ,  x i )  < z" + (x j  - Xj_l) 2 (1.5L82 + L82 (1 - 8) - 0.5m (1 - 84)) < z'.  
Thus, we have demonstrated that (4.9) is fulfilled for the interval (x, x j )  from (4.7) and, 
consequently, the new trial point falling into this interval belongs to {x k }. 
3. Summarizing, we can say that if there exists a pair of intervals of the type (4.7), then PA 
simultaneously choosing two new trial points cannot generate redundant points. Unfortunately, 
this situation does not always take place. 
Consider the case when d initial trials have been executed by l PA iteration. The worst case 
(in the sense of producing the highest number of redundant trial points in the course of the next 
iteration) is the existence of only one interval with characteristics satisfying (4.9). This is an 
interval containing x*. Thus, at the (l + 1) th PA iteration, one redundant point will be obtained. 
The second new point of this iteration will fall into interval (4.8) and two subintervals of the 
type (4.7) will be produced. At this moment, only these satisfy (4.9). It means that the next 
two points of the (l + 2) th iteration will fall into these intervals and will belong to {xk}. Thus, 
the (l + 2) th iteration does not produce redundant points. 
Just as in the course of the (l + 2) th iteration, one of the points has been put in (4.8), so at 
least two intervals atisfying (4.9) exist at the start of the (l + 3) th iteration. If one trial from 
this iteration will fall in (4.8), then a new pair of the type (4.7) will appear. This means that the 
search can be continued without redundancy. Thus, the only source of redundant trials may be 
the situation when the following conditions take place simultaneously: 
- there exist only three intervals atisfying (4.9), 
- the (l + 3) th iteration contains points laying in (x, xj) from (4.7), 
- the (l + 3) th iteration does not contain points from (4.8), 
- the second point of this iteration falls in only one of the intervals atisfying (4.9). 
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As we are considering the worst case, let us assume it. Now, the (l + 4) th iteration puts one 
point into the interval (4.8) and another one into an interval which does not satisfy (4.9). This 
point will be redundant. Whereupon the situation corresponding to a state after execution of the 
(l -~- 1) th iteration will take place. 
Now, we can conclude that not more than one redundant point can be produced for each three 
iterations with pair trials. This means that 
K(u, n) < 0.17 
and, consequently, A2(u, n) > 1.66. | 
COROLLARY 1. /lea trial x k = x* has been produced, then A2(u,n) = 2, n > k, for m > L. 
PROOF. If this trial has been produced, then at every future iteration, two intervals satisfy- 
ing (4.9) will exist and redundant trials will not be produced. | 
COROLLARY 2. I f  X* i8 all internal point of the interya/[a, b], a trim x k -- x* has been produced 
and m satis/ies (4.2), then for PA with p(l) = 4, l >_ 1, we obtain A4(u, n) > 3.33, n > k. 
PROOF. The proof is obvious and we omit it. | 
COROLLARY 3. If  ¢(X) has G globM minimizers x~, 1 < i < G, on the interval [a, b] and trial 
points yn(i) such that x~ < yn(i) < x* 1 < i < G-  1, have been produced, then PA with G pax- - - -  i+1 '  
ailel processors provides At (u ,  n) = G, n > 1, for m > L where I is the number of the iterations 
in the course of which the point yl, l = max{n(/) : 1 < i < G - 1} has been produced. 
PROOF. After executing all G -  1 trials at the points yn(i), 1 <: i _< G-  1, for all iteration 
numbers n > 1, we have at least G intervals containing the points x~., 1 < i < G. As m > L, then 
characteristics of these intervals will satisfy (4.9). Thus, the parallel method using G parallel 
processors for every iteration will not produce redundant trials and will be G times faster than 
the sequential method. | 
5.  NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we present results of some numerical experiments o study. 
(i) Behavior of SA in comparison with sequential methods. 
(ii) Speed up obtained by using PA in comparison with SA. 
We have executed numerical experiments on the ALLIANT FX/80 parallel computer with four 
processors. The set of the following 20 functions proposed in [35] has been used to test the 
methods. 
PROBLEM 1. 
1 8 52 s 39 4 71 3 79 2 1 
= - + + - + • [ -1 .5 ,111 .  
PROBLEM 2. 
PROBLEM 3. 
PROBLEM 4. 
PROBLEM 5. 
10x 
f (x )=s inx+s in  3 ' x•[2.7,7.5] .  
5 
f(x) = - k sin((k + 1)x + k), • [-1o, io]. 
k=l 
f (x )  = - (16x 2 - 24x + 5) e -=, x E [1.9, 3.9]. " 
f(z) = (3x - 1.4) sin 18x, x E [0, 1.2]. 
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PROBLEM 6. 
f (x )  = - (x  + sinx)e -x2, x • [-10,10]. 
PROBLEM 7. 
PROBLEM 8. 
lOx 
f (x )=s inx+s in  -~ +lnx-O.84x+3,  x612.7,7.5]. 
5 
f (x )  = -Zkcos( (k+l )x+k) ,  x • [-10,101 . 
k=l 
PROBLEM 9. 
PROBLEM 10. 
2 
f (x )  = sin x + sin ~x, x • [3.1, 20.4]. 
l ( z )  = -xs inx ,  x • [0, 10]. 
PROBLEM 11. 
f (x )  = 2cosx + cos2x, • [-1.5~', 6.2s]. 
PROBLEM 12. 
f (x )  = sin 3 x + cos 3 x, • [0, 6.2s]. 
PROBLEM 13. 
f (x )  = -x  2/3 + (x 2 -  1) l/a, x • [0.001,0.99]. 
PROBLEM 14. 
f (x )  = -e  -x  sin 21rx, x • [o, 4]. 
PROBLEM 15. 
PROBLEM 16. 
(x 2+1)  ' xe [ -5 ,5 ] .  
f (x )  =2(x- -3 )2+e -O'sx2, xe  [-3,3]. 
PROBLEM 17. 
f (x )  = x 6 - 15x 4 + 27x 2 + 250, xe  [-4,4]. 
PROBLEM 18. 
PROBLEM 19. 
(x - 2) 2, 
f (x )  = 21n(x -2)+l ,  
f (x )  = -x  + sin3x - 1, 
i f0<x<3,  
i f3<x_<6.  
e [o, 6.5]. 
PROBLEM 20. 
f (x)  = -e  -~ (x - sin x), x e [-10,10]. 
In the first series of experiments, we compare SA to the methods proposed in [10,23,25,30]. 
All these methods belong to the class of the sequential characteristical gorithms. The first 
algorithm is denoted in Table 1 as PM, the second one as SM, and the last one as BC. We have 
done all experiments with the accuracy e = 0.0001(b-a), where ~ is from (2.9) and b, a from (2.1). 
Starting trials have been executed at the points a and b of the search interval [a, b] by all the 
methods. The parameters of the algorithms have been chosen as follows: r = 2 for SM, r = 1.1 
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Results of computational comparison SA to the sequential methods of 
Prob~m PM SM BC SA 
1 149 127 26 27 
2 155 135 22 27 
3 195 224 104 98 
4 413 379 25 27 
5 151 126 33 23 
6 129 112 38 39 
7 153 115 25 25 
8 185 188 86 88 
9 119 125 25 26 
10 203 157 25 25 
11 373 405 45 41 
12 327 271 43 37 
13 993 472 278 89 
14 145 108 30 30 
15 629 471 81 47 
16 497 557 87 75 
17 549 470 70 65 
18 303 243 20 21 
19 131 117 19 21 
20 493 81 20 32 
Average 314.60 244.155 55.10 43.15 
for SA. The precise values of the Lipschitz constant for ¢(x) have been taken for PM. Executing 
experiments with BC, we have used the precise values of the Lipschitz constant for ¢'(x). 
In Table 1, we present he number of trials executed by the methods. Global minima have 
been found by all the methods for all the functions. Note that an SA and BC trial consists of 
evaluating ¢(x) and ¢'(x) at a point x, in contrast with the other methods where in the course 
of trials only ¢(x) is evaluated. Supposing that ¢(x) and ¢'(x) require the same time to be 
calculated, we can conclude that SA (for the taken set of the test functions) demonstrates quite 
satisfactory results in comparison with the other characteristical gorithms which do not use 
derivatives (i.e., PM and SM). Speaking about SA and BC, we can conclude that the strategy 
adopted in SA for estimating the Lipschitz constant for ¢'(x) provides a promising performance 
of the algorithm also, in comparison with BC, which uses not only derivatives, but also a priori 
known Lipschitz constant for ¢~(x). 
In the second series of experiments, we compare SA to PA using for both methods the same 
functions, e and r as in the first series. We have also taken the same starting points together 
with three additional internal starting points to satisfy condition (4.1). In Table 2, we present 
these points and numbers of trials executed by SA and PA with the number of parallel processors 
varying from two to four. 
The speed up obtained by using PA with p > 1 parallel processors was calculated as 
g(1)  
S(p) = N(p) '  
where N(1) is the number of iterations executed by SA to solve a problem and N(p) is the number 
of iterations executed by PA with p parallel processors to solve the same problem. Five initial 
trials have not been taken into consideration calculating S(p). I f  n(p) is the number of trials 
executed by PA with p processors, then due to the PA scheme, it follows that 
N(p) = n(p) 
P 
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Table 2. Starting points and numbers of trials executed by SA and PA. 
Problem Starting 
Points 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2.5, 5.5, 8.5 
3.5, 4.3, 6.2 
-5.0, 0.0, 4.0 
2.2, 3.2, 3.6 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6 
-5.0, 0.0, 5.0 
3.5, 4.3, 6.2 
-5.0, 0.0, 4.0 
6.0, 10.0, 14.0 
2.0, 4.0, 6.0 
-0.5, 1.0, 5.5 
1.0, 3.0, 5.5 
0.2, 0.4, 0.85 
1.5, 2.0, 3.5 
-2.5, 0.0, 4.0 
-1.5, 0.0, 2.5 
-2.0, 0.0, 2.0 
1.0, 3.0, 5.0 
1.0, 2.5, 4.0 
-6.0, -2.0, 5.0 
Average 
SA 
Number of Processors in PA 
2 3 4 
27 30 39 50 
26 30 42 54 
93 98 91 94 
26 32 45 58 
29 32 39 54 
47 47 52 59 
28 30 42 54 
83 82 83 81 
27 32 42 54 
24 30 42 54 
47 48 51 58 
35 36 43 54 
101 102 102 101 
31 36 45 54 
57 57 58 63 
80 80 80 88 
71 68 68 68 
29 30 42 54 
25 30 42 54 
36 38 45 54 
46.10 48.40 54.65 63.00 
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Table 3. Values of speed up obtained 
Problem 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Average 
by PA  in the experiments presented in Table 2. 
S(2) S(3) S(4) 
1.80 2.08 2.16 
1.73 1.86 1.93 
1.90 3.06 3.95 
1.63 1.73 1.79 
1.81 2.23 2.15 
2.00 2.71 3.18 
1.86 2.00 2.07 
2.02 3.00 4.10 
1.69 1.93 2.00 
1.60 1.71 1.78 
1.96 2.76 3.24 
1.94 2.44 2.59 
1.98 2.97 4.00 
1.72 2.07 2.29 
2.00 2.95 3.61 
2.00 3.00 3.63 
2.09 3.13 4.18 
1.93 2.07 2.15 
1.67 1.79 1.85 
1.89 2.40 2.67 
1.86 2.40 2.77 
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The values of speed up are presented in Table 3. In some cases, the obtained speed up exceeded 
the number of parallel processors used. This is the result of adaptive changing of the value M 
from (2.4) in the course of the search. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have described sequential and parallel algorithms using derivatives for solving 
unconstrained one-dimensional global optimization problems. 
The property of bilateral convergence of trial sequences generated by the algorithms has been 
established. Sufficient conditions of convergence to all global minimizers have been proved for 
both methods. 
For the parallel algorithm, it has been theoretically demonstrated that it is possible to gain 
significant speed up in comparison with the sequential version of the method. 
The results of the numerical experiments obtained for the sequential method appear very 
promising, since this one compares quite favorably with the other methods tested. The results 
obtained for the parallel algorithm demonstrate that the levels of speed up established theoreti- 
cally for the method with two parallel processors are also achieved in practice. When the number 
of parallel processors increases, a saturation effect takes place and speed up increases lowly. 
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